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This charmingly illustrated guide shares ten truths about creativity, confidence, and how you can
silence that stifling voice in your head.This book is a salve for creative minds everywhere, and
duct tape for the mouth of every artist’s inner critic. Author and art curator Danielle Krysa
explores ten essential truths we all must face in order to defeat self-doubt.Each encouraging
chapter deconstructs a pivotal moment on the creative path—fear of the blank page, the
dangers of jealousy, sharing work with others—and explains how to navigate roadblocks.
Packed with helpful anecdotes, thoughts from successful creatives, and practical exercises
gleaned from Danielle Krysa’s years of working with professional and aspiring artists—plus
riotously apt illustrations from art world darling Martha Rich—this ebook arms readers with the
most essential tool for their toolbox: the confidence they need to get down to business and make
good work.

About the AuthorDanielle Krysa is the writer/curator behind the contemporary art website the
Jealous Curator, and the author of Creative Block and Collage. She lives in British
Columbia.Martha Rich is a Philadelphia-based fine and commercial artist. --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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There's a secret that most artists don't realize: creative block and that pesky inner critic is
something we all experience as a creative.Hi, my name is Carrie and today on Artist Strong I'm
sharing my top ten takeaways from the book Your Inner Critic is A Big Jerk by Danielle Krysa.The
first takeaway is that everyone experiences moments and feelings of insecurity when it comes to
their art and their creation process.Danielle Krysa opens the entire book by talking about her
feelings of being an imposter as she wrote this book about creative block and dealing with your
inner critic. The irony of this is she's written a book about creative block! Danielle talks about that
and how that feeling of imposter came out in that book. Yet, we value her work, and the work that
she's done with The Jealous Curator, and the exhibitions that she's curated.All of these things
have elevated her in the eyes of her audience and other people because she's out there doing
the work. Even someone who's out there working, making art and sharing themselves as she is
can feel insecurity. It's nice to know that we're not alone, and it's important for all of us to
consider how we can then cope with it, if it's part of our creative process.Another piece of advice
Krysa offers in this book Your Inner Critic is A Big Jerk, is to reconnect with your inner child.She
talks about how as children if you're asked if you're an artist, there's no hesitation, kids just say
yes. As adults, if she asks that question, people are hedging, they're trying to qualify what it
means to be an artist. We have discomfort around using that word.So, what can we do and what
activities can we participate in that would help us reconnect with that sense of play and
discovery that was free of judgement? We didn't always judge, something happened in our lives
that made us start assessing our work. Danielle offers activities in the book to help you
reconnect with that inner child of yours.The third takeaway that I have for you is that you choose
to be creative, or you choose not to be creative. This is your choice.Danielle shares that with us
with a personal story of her own. She talks about how when she was in one of her final critiques



for, I believe a BFA in painting, that she was told by her professor that she should never paint
again. It's the culminating part of your degree program, you've been studying it for years, and a
professor, obviously someone that we hold in a place of esteem or we put on a pedestal at
times, literally tells her she should never paint again.For years she didn't paint, and she came to
realize that it wasn't his fault, it was hers because she was choosing to listen to him despite an
inner desire to still explore the arts.The fourth takeaway that I have for you is about the school of
life. Danielle Krysa uses this phrase in her book and I really appreciate it because there are a lot
of artists who wonder "Should I have a degree? Do I need a BFA? Do I need a MFA? Is
something wrong with me if I'm self-taught? Am I missing something?"We can have a lot of
discomfort around this kind of conversation and feel like there's a right and wrong way to answer
this question. It doesn't matter what kind of experience you have, the real issue is that imposter
feeling again. Is it us wondering if we're good enough, rather that just using the skills and
resources and tools that we've developed?I have an example for you that's personal. I, for the
longest time, felt like that my Bachelor's degree in Art and Art History, which was a degree in
both studio art and art history, put me at a disadvantage to artists who have a full studio program
because they had more time in the studio.For a long time, and sometimes even still, my inner
critic calls out and suggests that perhaps I'm not skillful enough. Ask yourself how do you deal
with that notion of school of life; do you put down your self taught nature, or do you celebrate it?
Do you put down your education, or do you celebrate it? Let's realize that each of us can
contribute in our own way, and our unique life experience is part of the reason we make the art
that we do.The fifth tip is a practical one that is simple and yet I hadn't really thought about it
before, but who says you have to work on a blank canvas?Danielle Krysa describes how artists
can feel it's scary to make those first marks on a blank surface. She talked to artists who said,
"Well fine, I'm not going to use a blank surface. If I feel that kind of intimidation or insecurity
around that work, then why not start on something that already has marks on it?"Some people
find books at thrift stores or old canvas to work on. Some people work on paint by numbers, it's
up to you. There's no limit except the limit we put in our mind about the materials that we use and
how we can start.My number six takeaway is to use your jealousy. You should harness any
jealousy you feel of other people and their art to help you better and improve your work.Danielle
Krysa is the perfect example of this, I'm so glad that she acknowledges this in this book. The
Jealous Curator was born because she was feeling jealous about not making herself. The whole
history of her online presence, which is so powerful and positive today, is because she was
feeling jealous of others and decided to acknowledge it.She learned about them and asked
them questions about their work. Not only has she made wonderful connections and shared
those experiences with all of us, she's actually made more art now, because of the lessons she's
learned from having those dialogues and engaging with those people. Your jealousy can be
channeled into a positive action, it's up to you to make that choice.My seventh takeaway for
today is that your inner critic is never going to fully disappear.I don't know a single artist that has
an absence of inner critic. You can, however, find tools and strategies to help you cope with your



inner critic. If you know that you have an inner critic you struggle to cope with, then this book is a
great resource for you. She gives you strategies, ideas, she brainstorms things, and she also
empathizes with all of us, because she's been there too.Number eight in today's top ten
takeaways is that there's only one kind of failure, in her book and in mine, and that is if you
choose not to create.If you make art that you don't like, you shouldn't label it as a failure. That art
is informing all of the other future art that you make. The only failure in my eyes, and from my
reading of this book, is a choice not to make.If your heart is calling for you to make art, then you
should be making art. Something Danielle notes is that when we make this bad art, it actually
opens doors to new ideas, it lets us experiment, and it lets us get to the good stuff. It lets us find
our artist's voice, and obviously that's something we're all seeking to develop and refine as
creatives.Number nine in our top ten takeaways is community is very important for artists.A lot of
us work in a vacuum: we work by ourselves in a creative space, we have a little studio or a little
table area, and when our family is away or we have some quiet time, we're working on our own.
While we need that alone time to do our work, we also need time to connect with other
artists.We need to be around other artists who we feel safe around who can give us useful
feedback to help us improve our art. That's one reason I've built a community like Artist Strong is
I know a lot of us feel like we can't find those connections. Danielle Krysa has also built it with
The Jealous Curator. She's got a wonderful community of artists who share, discover, grow and
learn together. This has come from her books as well as her showcase of different artists around
the world.My last takeaway from this book Your Inner Critic is A Big Jerk is that you need to find
your best system to unblock and to get making.For example, Danielle Krysa mentions that as a
collage artist, some days she's just not feeling it and all the stuff she makes is making her cranky
and she knows she's going to throw it away. It's actually okay and part of the process. She knows
if she's feeling especially stuck, that going through all of the books that she has as resources for
collage and cutting out figures and images from them can get her going. Then she has some
resources so when she's feeling like making she can get going and just make and often doing
that triggers ideas for her.You need to figure out what strategies work best for you. Some people
need to go outside and go for a walk, or if it's snowing outside go for a cross country ski. What's
going to help you reconnect and disconnect a bit from that inner critic but reconnect to the art
that you want to make?Thanks for watching today. I really encourage you to pick up your own
copy of Your Inner Critic is A Big Jerk by Danielle Krysa. I really enjoyed it, it was an easy read, I
felt like I was having a conversation with her and I learned a lot. It has wonderful activities that
you can learn from and apply to your artist life.”

M.K. Brumbaugh, “Takeaways throughout. A BIG thumbs UP!. I could not stop reading this
afternoon. Start to finish.These thoughts were well crafted, directly to creatives.The good news
is, the book confirms the roadblocks we all go through as artists. >>> Although MY inner critic
kept telling me I'd better close the iPad and get back to work, I know this was time very well
spent.”



Randall McCarley, “One of my favorite art books - that I keep going back to!. I got the Kindle
version with the Audible upgrade and I've listed to this book a few times and expect to keep
listening to it. Great advice and truths. There's a bit of "check out my blog/other books" but not
too annoying or pushy like other authors who are developing an ecosystem.Here's the big deal
about this book: it helped me to realize that my inner critic has never, ever paid a bill. And it
won't. My inner critic is all about restriction, which is not helpful at all! It has no stakes or skin in
the game. It needs to shut up and let me work!This is a pretty quick read, that makes difficult
topics easy to digest. And most important, it's helped make my art process more fun. Highest
possible recommendation for creatives.”

Susan, “Definitely worth reading, and owning!. This is a relatively short book, but very helpful!!
It's particularly a good title to read if you're experiencing discouragement in whatever your
creative endeavor -- she's a visual artist, but really, what she says is much more broadly
applicable. I checked this title out of the library to read it initially and liked it so much I bought a
copy, which I hadn't at all expected to do. That may be in itself the best recommendation I could
give this book!”

careful, “Good advice and encouragement. The author lays bare the kind of negative things that
artists tell themselves and believe, while also believing they are the only ones that think them.”

Andrew, “It was a great read. There was quite a few times I .... It was a great read. There was
quite a few times I was laughing, but the book is very relatable. It's perfect for any type of artist
that is scared of the blank page, looking for inspiration, or just needs a good read. I would
recommend this book to any artist.”

Claira Heitzenrater, “A great, quick read to help pull you out of the self-doubt slump. Nothing
makes an artist feel worse than allowing their inner critic to take them away from their work. This
book helps pull you out of the funk and back to work with confidence! Along with the great info
and inspiration, the illustrations by Martha Rich make for a wonderful read!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Highly recommended inspiring book. I read over half this book in one
sitting, something I never do - couldn't put it down as it is so well written. The advice is very
practical & challenges the way you've been thinking about yourself and your work in a supportive
way that urges you to stop with the inner & outer criticism to jump back into the joy of being
creative without judgement. The book itself is beautiful, very tactile and the colour illustrations
throughout are perfect.I've read quite a few books on this topic but this is the only one that has
made any real difference to me.While it's mainly focussed on art, but does talk about writing,
crafting, creativity in general. Highly recommended for anyone who wants to be creating but
can't get past those pesky blocks. My inner critic is still a big jerk but I know how to deal with
them now!”



JellyBean, “Brilliant! Puts your inner critic in to perpective ;-). I had no idea it was such a
common concept - and that inner critics all say the same thing. So don't listen and this book tells
you how. Just brilliant.”

julie, “Silence that jerk!. A very inspirational read!”

Francisco martins, “Uma ótima adição a biblioteca de criativos.. Direto, simples e divertido, além
de muito bem diagramado e ilustrado.”

The book by Danielle Krysa has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 162 people have provided feedback.
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